Talking Points

2015 Because We Care Campaign

The Campaign
- The 2015 campaign will run from September 16 through October 30, 2015.
- Payroll deductions will be over a 9-month period.
- Drawing date is November 2, 2015.
- Deadline to turn in your pledge card is October 30, 2015.
- Follow our progress on facebook.com/emsisd.educationfoundation

The Impact
Imagine the impact that we would have if everyone joined in and participated!
Every dollar you donate stays in the District and will be used to support our employees in the pursuit of engaging, inspiring and teaching their students.
Teachers gain satisfaction when they provide innovative teaching programs that engage students, and create a desire to learn, a most important step toward a successful life.
And your participation make it possible!

Innovation
The EMS ISD Education Foundation is excited to facilitate and administer this program; giving teachers the opportunity to implement creative teaching ideas that otherwise would go unfunded. Together we enhance education in our district benefiting students and teachers.

A Proven Difference
Teachers that have received grants report:
- Increased level of student participation and interaction
- Students remained challenged and involved
- Students acquired new skills by learning in different formats

The Pursuit
The Education Foundation Employee Scholarships assist district staff in pursuit of college and specialty degrees, or certifications that will enhance their skills directly benefiting the students of our district.